
 

BRASS - ELEKTRO - POP 

POLY RADIATION combines electronic and danceable pop music with the authentic and unique sound of brass 
bands. In addition to impressive stage shows, the 14 musicians also generate creative video productions and are 
currently producing their first album on their own – after a successful concert season in 2022, this album will be 
showcased at festivals in 2023. 

True to the motto "bring back the brass", POLY RADIATION combines club sounds of the 21st century with 
traditional brass sound and thus creates a timeless synthesis. Electronic soundscapes meet acoustic wind 
instruments and allow pop, RnB, soul and disco funk to shine in a new light. The close cooperation with the 
producer duo POLY POLY and singer Victor Rodriguez results in a unique sound that encourages dancing, is 
suitable for clubs and attracts more and more attention from bookers and festivals from pop to jazz. 

By collaborating with programmers, illustrators, authors, editors and many more, the band opens up spaces for 
innovative and creative work. This also made it possible to produce the first music videos as 360° comic book 
adaptations and to design a unique stage design: The band, dressed completely in white, creates a futuristic 
sight, which is supported by a spherical and at the same time energetic live show. 

   

Contakt: Benedikt Weiss / 017622796346 / management@polyradiation / polyradiation.com

PRESSE 

„The Stage transforms into the 
cockpit, the music into the fuel and 
the listener leave leaves Gravitation 
behind him or herself.“ 

Bayerischer Rundfunk 

„Poly Radiation lifts off into the 
everlasting Galaxy of groove.“ 

Mittelbayerische Zeitung 

„Young, fresh and always a 
surprise.“ 

Merkur

VENUES 

Kemptner Jazzfrühling - 2019, 
2021, 2022 

Jazzweekend Regensburg - 2022 

Umsonst & Draussen Festival 
Würzburg - 2022 

Brucker Kulturnacht 
Fürstenfeldbruck - 2022 

Steinwein Fest Würzburg - 2022 

Umsonst & Draussen Festival 
Karlstadt - 2022 

LINKS 

LIVEVIDEO „Live Teaser ARRIVAL“ 

LIVEVIDEO „Live Teaser 
ALRIGHT“ 

360° COMIC VIDEO "Welcome To 
The Universe“ 

ONLINE PRESSKIT 

LINKTREE to Website, Social 
Media & Streaming
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